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In this paper, we present a novel image steganography algorithm that combines the strengths of edge detec-

tion and XOR coding, to conceal a secret message either in the spatial domain or an Integer Wavelet Transform

(IWT) based transform domain of the cover image. Edge detection enables the identification of sharp edges

in the cover image that when embedding in would cause less degradation to the image quality compared to

embedding in a pre-specified set of pixels that do not differentiate between sharp and smooth areas. This is

motivated by the fact that the human visual system (HVS) is less sensitive to changes in sharp contrast areas

compared to uniform areas of the image. The edge detection method presented here is capable of estimating

the exact edge intensities for both the cover and stego images (before and after embedding the message),

which is essential when extracting the message. The XOR coding, on the other hand, is a simple, yet effective,

process that helps in reducing differences between the cover and stego images. In order to embed three se-

cret message bits, the algorithm requires four bits of the cover image, but due to the coding mechanism, no

more than two of the four bits will be changed when producing the stego image. The proposed method uti-

lizes the sharpest regions of the image first and then gradually moves to the less sharp regions. Experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed method has achieved better imperceptibility results than other pop-

ular steganography methods. Furthermore, when applying a textural feature steganalytic algorithm to dif-

ferentiate between cover and stego images produced using various embedding rates, the proposed method

maintained a good level of security compared to other steganography methods.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Since the early stages of the human civilization, there has been an

ncreased interest in information security, particularly the protection

nd privacy of communications (Pal & Pramanik, 2013). In modern so-

ieties, the excessive use of electronic data has made protection from

alicious users more difficult (Grover & Mohapatra, 2013). Informa-

ion hiding has emerged as an effective solution to this problem (Wu

Tsai, 2003; Wu, Lee, Tsai, Chu, & Chen, 2009).

Steganography is a kind of information hiding, in which a secret

essage is concealed within digital media (image, audio, video or

ext data) (Bassil, 2012; Cheddad, Condell, Curran, & Mc Kevitt, 2010).

his property distinguishes steganography from other information

ecurity techniques (Modi, Islam, & Gupta, 2013). For instance, in

ryptography, the message that needs to be transferred is encrypted

o prevent intruders from understanding it. Hence, people can
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ecognize the existence of the message, however it cannot be under-

tood without decryption (Bassil, 2012; Cheddad et al., 2010; Verma,

011).

As opposed to data concealing, steganalysis was initially designed

o distinguish whether a given digital media has a secret message em-

edded in it. Moreover, some steganalysis methods may determine

he type of steganography technique or estimate the length of the se-

ret message (Li, He, Huang, & Shi, 2011). In term of security mea-

urement, steganalysis has been utilized to evaluate the efficiency

f steganography techniques from a security point of view (Geetha,

shwarya, & Kamaraj, 2010). Steganalysis methods can be performed

ither by using image processing operation or by implementing

ethods that analyze the statistical features of the stego image struc-

ure, such as first order statistics (histogram) or second order statis-

ics (correlations between pixels) (Cheddad et al., 2010). Ziou and Ja-

ari suggested five requirements for steganalysis methods: (1) detec-

ion of the existence or absence of an embedded message in a given

mage, (2) identification of the steganographic method that have been

sed to hide the secret message, (3) approximation of the hidden

essage length or location and (4) extraction of the secret message

Ziou & Jafari, 2014).
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Table 1

Differentiation between image steganography schemes in spatial and transform doamins.

Domain Advantages Disadvantages

High embedding capacity

Spatial Shorter computational time Vulnerable to geometric attacks.

Domain High controllable imperceptibility

High computational time

Transform Robustness against attacks such as Limited embedding capacity

Domain Geometric attacks and compression Lower controllable imperceptibility
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Recently, steganography has grown in popularity (Grover &

Mohapatra, 2013). Digital images have particularly been the focus of

many researchers because of their high degree of redundancy (stored

with an accuracy far greater than necessary for the data’s use and dis-

play (Morkel, Eloff, & Olivier, 2005)). Also, using images as cover will

not create any suspicion due to their widespread use on the Inter-

net (Cheddad et al., 2010). Three major requirements should be con-

sidered when evaluating a steganography scheme: data embedding

rate, imperceptibility, and robustness (Bassil, 2012; Chen, Chang, &

Le, 2010). These three evaluation factors are needed as it is important

for steganography techniques to have a high capacity and to be un-

detectable (Chan & Chang, 2010; Wu et al., 2009). The steganography

terminology is listed below.

• Cover image (C): carrier medium used to hide the message.
• Stego image (S): output of the embedding process.
• Message (M): secret message to be hidden within the cover image.
• Key (K): used to encrypt the message before embedding (op-

tional).
• Embedding Process (Em): the process of generating S by hiding M

into C.
• Extraction Process (Ex): the process of retrieving M from S.

Mathematically, the embedding (or concealing) process can be

represented as: S = Em(C, M, K), and the extraction process as: Ḿ =
Ex(S, K). The extraction process should be reversible to the embed-

ding process. Hence, Ex(Em(C, M, K), K) should be equal to M (or

Ḿ = M).

Numerous steganography methods have been proposed in the lit-

erature (Cheddad et al., 2010; Luo, Huang, & Huang, 2010; Verma,

2011). These methods can be partitioned based on the embedding

domain; spatial and transform (Bassil, 2012; Grover & Mohapatra,

2013; Ioannidou, Halkidis, & Stephanides, 2012). In spatial domain

steganography methods, M is directly embedded in the pixels of C.

Two of the most famous steganography techniques are the Least

Significant Bit (LSB) and Pixel Value Differencing (PVD). Transform

domain steganography methods, on the other hand, transform C

into another domain by performing one or more transforms, such

as Discrete Transform Domain (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform

(DWT), or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and then embed M by

modifying the transformed coefficient values (Cheddad et al., 2010;

Kanan & Nazeri, 2014). Table 1 presents the difference between im-

age steganography in spatial and transform domains in term of em-

bedding capacity, imperceptibility and robustness (Bandyopadhyay,

Dasgupta, Mandal, & Dutta, 2014; Ghebleh & Kanso, 2014; Hussain &

Hussain, 2013).

The Least Significant Bit (LSB) hiding is the most common

methodology to implement steganography (Morkel et al., 2005). LSB-

based steganography is based on manipulating the LSBs of some or

all pixels of the cover image to embed the message and can be clas-

sified into two main types; LSB replacement (LSBR) and LSB match-

ing (LSBM) (Luo et al., 2010; Zhu, Zhang, & Wan, 2013). LSB-based

steganography methods allow the concealment of a large amount of

data. Another advantage of LSB steganography is the simple extrac-

tion process (Luo et al., 2010). Usually, a pseudo random number
enerator is used to improve security of LSB steganography by

preading the message on the cover randomly (Luo et al., 2010).

In order to enhance the embedding efficiency, coding methods

mainly matrix encoding) have been introduced with the aim of

inimizing the modifications created by embedding the message

Crandall, 1998; Hou, Lu, Tsai, & Tzeng, 2011).

In this paper, we propose a functional and simple image steganog-

aphy method that is based on identifying edge locations on the cover

mage and incorporates an XOR coding function. The XOR function,

hich has a lower computation complexity compared to other ma-

rix encoding methods, adds some security and reduces the distor-

ion caused by embedding the message. Embedding in both spatial

nd wavelet transformed domains has been implemented.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

brief introduction to wavelet transform. Section 3 describes some

f the existing steganography methods and examines their strengths

nd weaknesses. Details of the proposed method are presented in

ection 4. Section 5 presents the experimental results, and the con-

lusion is given in section 6.

. Wavelet transform

Transform domain embedding methods provide a higher level of

obustness, particularly when applying some image processing oper-

tions, compared to spatial domain methods. One of the most popular

ransforms is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) (Baby, Thomas,

ugustine, George, & Michael, 2015; Thanikaiselvan et al., 2014). The

avelet transform requires less computational cost compared to DCT

nd FFT (Fourier Transform) and offers sub-representations of the im-

ge that can be considered related to how the human visual system

HVS) perceives images. Generally, the wavelet transform allows em-

edding data in high frequency regions where the HVS cannot distin-

uish modifications compared to uniform regions with low frequency

Sharma & Swami, 2013). When DWT is performed to an image it is

ivided into 4 sub-bands: Low–Low (LL), Low–High (LH), High–Low

HL) and High–High (HH) frequency sub-bands, as shown in Fig. 1.

he low frequency sub-band represents coarse information of pixels,

hile the high frequency sub-bands represent the edge information

Sharma & Swami, 2013). Hiding Information in the high frequency

ub-bands (LH, HL, and HH) increases the robustness and ensures

he visual quality, where the HVS is less sensitive to modifications

n these sub-bands. The Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) maps inte-

ers to integers and allows the construction of lossless compression

o exactly retrieve the original data (Thanikaiselvan et al., 2014).

. Related work

Imperceptibility is an essential requirement for steganography

echniques, which reflects the ability of these techniques in main-

aining the visual quality of the produced stego images. It is well-

nown that the HVS is less sensitive to changes in sharp areas of

mages compared to smooth areas. The first steganography method

esigned based on this fact was the Pixel-value differencing (PVD),

hich attempts to embed into sharp areas. The original PVD algo-

ithm introduced by Wu and Tsai (2003) converts the 2D image into a
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Fig. 1. (a) DWT sub-bands and (b) An example of the First Level DWT decomposition.
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D vector. The number of bits that can be used for embedding in each

ixel is calculated based on the difference between that pixel and its

eighbour. Thus, more bits are to be embedded in a pixel if its grey

evel is noticeably different from that of its neighboring pixel. This

ethod, however, only considers differences in one dimension (ei-

her horizontal or vertical), which does not guarantee that all edges

re identified. This implementation can also increase the possibility

f detecting the message by tracing pixels in every block. As it will

reate noticeable change in the adjacent pins in the histogram (Zhang

Wang, 2004). In other words, it changes the relationship between

onsecutive pixels, and hence may cause distortion in the histogram

f the stego-image. Because of this limitation, many revisions have

een introduced to the original PVD algorithm, such as (Luo et al.,

010). An alternative approach is the utilization of edge detection al-

orithms, which has recently received an increased interest from the

teganography community (Zhang & Wang, 2004). Since the intensity

f edge pixels is either higher or lower than their neighboring pixels,

dge pixels might be distinguished as noisy pixels. Because of their

igh variations in statistical characteristics, edge regions can be con-

idered as the best regions to conceal the secret message compared

o any other region of the image.

.1. Utilization of edge detection in steganography

The utilization of edge detection in image steganography has been

onsidered by a number of researchers. Due to sensitivity of the hu-

an eye to changes in smooth areas of the image compared to sharp

ontrast areas, it is logical to focus on sharp edges when embedding

he secret message. However, the main obstacle to applying tradi-

ional edge detection methods in image steganography is the correct

dentification of edge pixels in the stego image S that need to exactly

atch the original edge pixels in the cover image C. This problem

rises from the fact that the embedding process introduces minor

hanges to the stego image, which may make the produced stego im-

ge not identical with the cover image, and this can affect the mes-

age extraction process. Some of the existing edge-based steganog-

aphy methods suggested certain solutions to overcome this prob-

em. Chen et al. (2010) applied a hybrid edge detection method to

onceal the message. An edge image is created by performing Canny

nd fuzzy edge detection methods. The cover is then distributed into

locks of n pixels. The first pixel of each block is changed to represent

he status of (n − 1) pixels if it is considered as edge pixel. LSB tech-

ique is used to embed x bits into non-edge pixels and y bits into edge

ixels. The main drawback of this method is the unwanted modifica-

ion that are created in the stego image because the method replaces

n − 1) bits from the first pixel of each block.
Li, Luo, Li, and Fang (2009) introduced a spatial color image

teganography based on Sobel operators. Sobel edge detection was

erformed on one R, G or B channel of the cover image. Embed-

ing locations are chosen based on the largest number of gradients

mong R, G and B planes. The LSB of corresponding pixels in differ-

nt planes are altered to conceal data. Embedding capacity is im-

roved by repeating these phases many times until the secret mes-

age is embedded. Finally, the separate planes are integrated to form

he stego-image. However, this process does not guarantee a high

mbedding rate and the data extraction is sometimes incorrect be-

ause the method may embed data into the LSB pixels more than one

ime. Bassil (2012) proposed a color image steganography method

ased on canny edge detection to select the embedding location and

SB techniques to hide the message into the cover. The embedding

ate is increased by this method because it hides 3 LSBs in every

ixel detected by the canny method. However, this method does

ot introduce any solution to correctly identifying the same edge

ixels.

Luo et al. (2010) designed an edge adaptive LSB Matching Revis-

ted (EALSB-MR) algorithm. The method discovers vertical and hori-

ontal edges in an adaptive way. It searches for edge regions by cal-

ulating the difference between consecutive pixels. The selection of

egions depends on the secret message length and is verified by a

hreshold value. The method uses horizontal and vertical edges by

ividing the image into blocks then rotating each block by a random

ngle, however, this process could destroy the relationship between

ertical/horizontal pixels (Modi et al., 2013).

Modi et al. (2013) introduced a color image steganography based

n the Canny edge detection method and LSBM to hide 2 LSBs on the

dge pixels. Canny method is applied on one channel only (R, G, or B).

hen the pixels in the other two channels corresponding to the edge

ixels are selected for embedding. The main limitation of this method

s the low embedding capacity, where the payload is 0.083 bpp of the

dge pixel of the color image. Also, it cannot be utilized for grayscale

mages.

.2. Utilization of the coding theory

Enhancing the embedding efficiency has been the focus of many

teganography algorithms, as minimizing the amount of changes in

he image when embedding (embedding rate) will enable the em-

edding of bigger messages. Matrix embedding was introduced by

randall (1998) to enhance the hiding efficiency through minimiz-

ng the difference between the cover image and the stego image.

randall’s method utilizes the XOR function to conceal 2 bits of mes-

age into a block of 3 pixels. This procedure has an embedding rate
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Fig. 2. (a) Cover image, (b) Edge pixels in a cover image using Canny method, (c) Edge pixels in a stego image using Canny method, and (d) Difference between edge pixels in the

cover and stego images.
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of 67% and a change rate of 25%. The F5 steganography algorithm,

proposed by Westfeld (2001), is the first execution of matrix encod-

ing to increase the capacity of embedding data as well as to mini-

mize the change of DCT coefficients. This method has become well-

known because it integrated the Hamming code with the transform

domain implementation, which can embed k bits of the secret data

in 2k − 1 cover bits by changing at most one bit only. As a result, this

method has a limited embedding capacity, for example when k = 3,

the method only embeds 3 bits in every 7 bits of the cover image. An-

other limitation of matrix embedding is the computational cost, as it

requires matrix multiplication (Westfeld, 2001).

Hou et al. (2011) introduced an approach called tree based parity

check (TBPC) that uses a tree structure to enhance the embedding ef-

ficiency by reducing deformation on the cover object. They proposed

a strategy of majority voting for TBPC and argued that this strategy

inherited the efficiency of the TBPC method and produced the least

deformation. Similar to some of the other coding methods, the draw-

back of this method is the high computational cost, especially for

trees that have multiple levels. The method can hide 2n bits in a bi-

nary tree of n levels. For example, if the binary tree has 2 levels, then

it hides 4 secret bits into 7 pixels.

3.3. Utilization of integer wavelet transform

Reddy and Raja (2011) proposed a wavelet based on LSB steganog-

raphy method in which the original image is divided into 4 × 4 pixels

and DWT/IWT is performed on each block to form 2 × 2 sub-bands

block. The embedding process is performed on the HH sub-band of

DWT/IWT. The 2 × 2 HH coefficients are modified to carry bit pairs of

the secret data using identity matrix to produce the stego image. For

the extraction process, the key and the stego image are used to re-

trieve payload. The authors claimed that this method cannot be dis-

covered by some steganalysis methods such as Chi-square and pair of

values methods.

Kanan and Nazeri (2014), proposed a steganographic technique

based on IWT and genetic algorithm where IWT is utilized to avoid

floating point precision problem of the wavelet filter. It embeds the

secret data in the IWT coefficients by using a mapping function based

on a Genetic Algorithm implementation of an 8 × 8 block of the cover

image. The Optimal Pixel Adjustment Process (OPAP) is performed af-

ter hiding the secret data to reduce the difference error between the

cover and stego images and to improve the embedding payload with

good image quality.

The next section presents our proposed steganography embed-

ding algorithm with its two implementations; one for the spa-

tial domain while the other for the wavelet transform domain.

We also present a simple, yet effective, coding process that is

not as computationally demanding as most of the existing coding

methods.
. The proposed method

.1. The spatial domain algorithm

.1.1. Identification of edges

As mentioned earlier, the human visual system is less tangible to

hanges in image areas that contain edges and sharp transitions in

omparison to smooth areas. Accordingly, it is logical to conceal the

essage in edge areas in order for the steganography algorithm to

ave a good imperceptibility.

The edge image generated by traditional edge detection methods

s usually sensitive to changes in the original gray image, even if the

hanges are minor or not significant. This property limits the utiliza-

ion of edge detection in steganography, as concealing the message

ould introduce some changes to the original image. Thus, embed-

ing in pixels identified by one of the existing edge detection meth-

ds, such as Canny, cannot guarantee the identification of the ex-

ct edge intensities for the cover and stego images. Fig. 2(a) and (b)

hows the cover image and the corresponding edge pixels which are

dentified by applying Canny edge detection. Edge pixels of the stego

mage produced after embedding a message of length 26214 bits is

hown in Fig. 2(c). Fig. 2(d) shows the difference between the two

dge images, which indicate that edge pixels in the cover and stego

mages are not identical.

We propose here a simple new way to discover the edge (sharp)

egions of the cover image, such that the two edge images generated

sing the original cover image and the stego image are identical. This

ill enable the correct extraction of the concealed message from the

tego image. The algorithm starts by dividing the image into non-

verlapping blocks that would be individually evaluated for inclusion

f edges. The key idea behind preserving the same edge image is not

o embed in the pixels that are used to calculate the edge strength,

hich are the outer pixels of the block.

We will first explain how to embed one bit per each of the center

ixels, and then expand that to n bits per pixel. Below are the detailed

mplementation steps.

Inputs: Cover image (C), block size (n × n, which is expected here

o be 3 × 3), threshold (Th ranges between 4 and 96)

Output: edge image with edge magnitude (E)

tep 1 : Divide the image C into non-overlapping blocks of the size

n × n.

tep 2 : Compute the absolute mean difference between the left and

right columns of the block (magnitude of vertical edge). Re-

peat for horizontal, first diagonal and second diagonal edges.

Fig. 3(a) shows the specific pixels used to calculate the edges

for the 3 × 3 block.

tep 3 : Find the maximum of the four values and assign it to e. If e >

Th, then the block is considered to be an edge block, otherwise
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Fig. 3. (a) 3 × 3 block edges and (b) Selected pixels for embedding 3 × 3 block.

Fig. 4. (a) Input image, (b) edge image using Th = 70, (c) edge image using Th = 60, (d) edge image using Th = 50, (e) edge image using Th = 40, (f) edge image using Th = 30,

(g) edge image using Th = 20, (h) edge image using Th = 10.
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it is not an edge block. Construct E that contains the calculated

e value of each of the edge blocks, and 0 for non-edge blocks.

A binary edge image can also be constructed, which contains

1 for edge blocks and 0 for non-edge blocks.

tep 4 : For the edge blocks, embed in the shaded 5 pixels as shown

in Fig. 3(b).

In order to evaluate the obtained binary edge image of the pro-

osed algorithm, we considered the gray image shown in Fig. 4(a) and

sed different values of threshold in constructing binary edge images

sing a block size of 3 × 3, as shown in Fig. 4(b)−(h). The edge images

ndicate the ability of this method in detecting edges with an accept-

ble accuracy. Out of the nine pixels of the block, the five pixels shown

n Fig. 3(b) will be used for embedding if the block is identified as an
dge block. Thus, the four corner pixels that are used for estimating

he edge strength will remain unchanged after embedding. This guar-

ntees each block in the cover image to have the same edge strength

s its counter part in the stego image.

.1.2. Message embedding

The flow diagram of our proposed method is illustrated in

ig. 5. The data embedding process begins with reading the cover

mage and the secret message. A high threshold (96) is initially

onsidered, which is then adjusted based on the number of pix-

ls needed for embedding (identified by the generated binary

dge image) and the message length, according to the following

ondition:
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Fig. 5. Data embedding process in the spatial domain.

Fig. 6. Data extraction process in the spatial domain.

Table 2

Embedding conditions.

Condition Action to be taken

m1 = k1 m2 = k2 m3 = k3 No change required

m1 = k1 m2 = k2 m3 �= k3 Complement p3 and p4

m1 = k1 m2 �= k2 m3 = k3 Complement p4

m1 = k1 m2 �= k2 m3 �= k3 Complement p3

m1 �= k1 m2 = k2 m3 = k3 Complement p2

m1 �= k1 m2 = k2 m3 �= k3 Complement p1

m1 �= k1 m2 �= k2 m3 = k3 Complement p2 and p4

m1 �= k1 m2 �= k2 m3 �= k3 Complement p1 and p4
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For the given threshold value, if (no. of edge pixels ≥ (4 ∗ Message

Length)/3)) then the discovered area is enough to embed the secret mes-

sage.

The embedding process is performed on the detected edge loca-

tions using the proposed XOR coding. This method partitions the in-

dex table into groups of four pixels and encodes three message bits

into the pixels of each group. The XOR operation ensures that the se-

cret message is concealed into the cover with minimum number of

pixel changes. Thus, the three secret bits m1, m2, and m3 are embed-

ded in the four LSBs p1, p2, p3, and p4 (one bit for each edge pixel)

according to the following procedure:

1. Perform the following three XOR operations

k1 = p1 ⊕ p2

k2 = p3 ⊕ p4

k3 = p1 ⊕ p3

2. To embed the three secret bits m1, m2, and m3, the three calcu-

lated bits k1, k2 and k3 are compared with the secret message bits

m1, m2, and m3. The result of this comparison, which can take one

of eight possibilities, determines which of the four bits p1, p2, p3,

and p4 have to be modified, as shown in Table 2. We will refer to

the new four bits of the stego image as q1, q2, q3, and q4. The ta-

ble indicates that embedding 3 message bits into 4 cover bits will

cause an average modification of 1.25 bits.
3. The threshold value should also be embedded, as it is needed by

the extraction process. In this algorithm, the threshold value is

embedded into the last pixel of the cover image.

.1.3. Message extraction

The extraction process is easier and faster than the embedding

rocess. Fig. 6 represents the flow diagram of the extraction process.

t starts by retrieving the threshold value. The edge blocks of the stego

mage are then identified using the retrieved threshold, which will

eturn the same edge image as the one obtained using the cover im-

ge. This will be followed by dividing the LSBs of the edge pixels into

roups of four. Finally, for each of the four stego edge bits q1, q2, q3,

nd q4 the XOR operations listed below are used to retrieve three

essage bits m1, m2, and m3

m1 = q1 ⊕ q2

m2 = q3 ⊕ q4

m3 = q1 ⊕ q3

When considering any combination of m1, m2, m3, p1, p2, p3, and

4 to verify the embedding and extraction processes, one can find that

he extraction process truly restores the original message.

.1.4. Embedding and extraction of n bits per pixel

In order to improve the embedding capacity, we present here an

xtension of our 1 bpp algorithm to embed n bits in each edge pixel.

he value of n is to be determined based on the edge mean value of

ach block. Thus, strong edges will enable the embedding of more

its than the less strong ones. Hence, unlike the embedding of one

it per pixel that only considers the existence of an edge in a block,

his algorithm utilizes the edge strength of each block, e. Embedding

bits per pixel, where n varies from one block to another, may also

mprove the security of the message, as in this case n needs to be

orrectly calculated for each block in order to successfully reveal the

essage.

The data hiding process begins with reading the cover image and

he secret message. The new edge detection is then applied to pro-

uce the edge strength, e, of each block. In order to specify the num-

er of bits to embed, n, the edge pixels are classified into five groups

G , G , G , G and G ) based on the edge strength, e, of the block.
1 2 3 4 5
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Fig. 7. Data embedding process in the Integer Wavelet Transform domain.

Table 3

Number of bits can be utilized from each edge pixel according to the group

it belongs to.

Group Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

n (bpp) 1 2 3 3 3

Range [4, 7] [8, 15] [16, 31] [32, 63] [64, 255]
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able 3 lists the range of each of the five groups, and Eq. 1 determines

he length of the message that can be embedded into the edge bits.

f the identified edge pixels are not enough for embedding the whole

essage, then adjust the threshold and repeat the process until the

ctual length of the message satisfies Eq. 1.

4 × Message Length)/3)

≤ No. of Edge Bits[(3×G5 pixel) + (3×G4 pixel) + (3×G3 pixel)

+ (2 × G2 pixel) + (1 × G1 pixel)] (1)

here the multiplier of each term represents the number of secret

its to embed in the edge pixel based on the group it belongs to.

The embedding process starts with the G5 pixels and then moves

o the remaining groups, where after it completes G4 it moves to G3

hen G2 and finally G1 to embed 3, 3, 3, 2 and 1 bits in each of the

orresponding edge pixels of these groups.

The retrieving process starts with performing the edge detection

lgorithm described earlier to get the edge strength, which would be

sed to categorize the edge blocks into group. Then, the XOR extrac-

ion operations are applied to extract three bits from the G5 pixels,

nd then it respectively considers the G4, G3, G2 and finally G1 pixels

o extract the corresponding number of bits from each of them.

.2. Embedding and extraction of n bits per coefficient of the Integer

avelet Transform Domain

The flow diagram of our proposed Integer Wavelet Transform

IWT) based embedding is illustrated in Fig. 7. The process starts by
onverting the cover image to the frequency domain using IWT. Since

he HVS is sensitive to small modification into the lower frequency

and compared to the higher frequency, the secret data is embedded

nly in the high frequency sub-bands of the IWT domain to achieve

high robustness and imperceptibility results. In other words, data

iding is carried out in the three sub-bands HH, LH and HL (the LL

ub-band is excluded). Similar to the spatial domain embedding, the

OR operation is also utilized here.

The embedding process begins with HH sub-band and identify the

dge coefficients to start embedding with the strongest edges to the

eakest edges. If the HH sub-band is not enough to embed the secret

essage, then the process moves to the LH sub-band, and then to the

L sub-band.

The implementation of the embedding process is explained in the

ollowing steps:

1. Read the cover image and the secret message.

2. Apply the First-Level of IWT on the cover image to decompose the

cover image into four sub-bands (LL, HL, LH and HH).

3. Identify edge regions in the high frequency sub-bands (LL, HL,

LH and HH). To increase the embedding payload of the wavelet

transform method, n LSB from each edge coefficients are uti-

lized in embedding. A higher threshold value (Th) is initial-

ized, which is then decreased based on the number of coeffi-

cients needed for embedding and the message length. To identify

the edge regions, HH sub-band is divided into non-overlapping

blocks of 3 × 3 coefficients as shown in Fig. 3(b). For each

block, the average value (avg) of the four non-shaded coeffi-

cients (Pi−1, j−1, Pi−1, j+1, Pi+1, j−1, Pi+1, j+1) is calculated. Finally, if

the average value (avg) ≥ Threshold, the block is selected for

embedding.

4. Arrange the edge coefficients into five groups, as shown in Table 3.

According to Eq. 1, if there are enough coefficients to embed the

secret message, then embedding process is performed using XOR

operation. Otherwise, repeat step 3 after adjusting the threshold

value. This process is repeated on the other two sub-bands (LH
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Fig. 8. (a) Cover image 512 × 512 and (b) Cover image histogram.
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and HL) until finding enough area for embedding the whole mes-

sage.

The extraction process begins with retrieving the threshold value

to apply the edge detection method. Edge detection method is per-

formed on the high frequency sub-bands by dividing the sub-band

into non-overlapping blocks of size 3 × 3 to identify the edge area

that has been utilized in the embedding process. For each of the three

high frequency sub-band (HH, LH and HL), edge blocks are arranged

into five groups according to the edge strength. Then, the XOR extrac-

tion operations are performed to retrieve n bits from each group as

described in Table 3.

5. Experimental results and discussion

There are three standard tests used to evaluate the efficiency of

any proposed steganography method. One is the change rate, also

known as embedding efficiency, the other is the embedding rate,

also known as embedding payload. The third test is the security level

which measures the resistance of steganography against steganaly-

sis methods. In this section, we will present the experimental re-

sults of our proposed method, which has been implemented in MAT-

LAB R2012b and tested on the BOWS2 database (Bas & Furon, 2007),

which contains 10,000 grayscale natural images of size 512 × 512.

5.1. Embedding capacity evaluation

Embedding capacity is an essential measurement to evaluate the

performance of steganography methods. It refers to the amount of

bits that can be embedded into the cover image. High embedding ca-

pacity is an attractive characteristic that most steganography meth-

ods strive to achieve. Embedding capacity is computed using Eq. 2.

E = K

WH
(bpp) (2)

where K is the maximum number of secret message bits that can be

embedded in the cover image, and W and H are the cover image width

and height respectively.

Some steganography methods, such as LSB, provide fixed embed-

ding rate. In our proposed method, embedding payload differs from

one image to another, and hence, the embedding rate depends on the

contents of the cover image and the threshold value used to discover

edges.
.2. Embedding distortion evaluation

The stego image quality is tested using Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

PSNR) to evaluate the difference between the cover and stego images,

hich is calculated using Eq. 3.

SNR = 10 log10

[
2552

MSE

]
(dB) (3)

here MSE is the mean square error between cover and stego images,

hich is defined as:

SE = 1

WH

W∑
i=1

H∑
j=1

(Ci j − Si j)
2 (4)

here Cij and Sij are the gray values of pixel (i, j) of the cover and

tego images. W and H are the width and height of the cover image

the stego image has the same size).

PSNR quality measures the distortion occurred on the cover im-

ge and it does not take HVS into consideration. The Weighted Peak

ignal-to-Noise Ratio (wPSNR) is an alternate measurement quality,

hich is defined using Eq. 5. It utilizes an extra parameter called

oise Visibility function (NVF). wPSNR is roughly equivalent to PSNR

or flat areas because NVF is close to one in smooth areas. But for edge

egions, wPSNR is higher than PSNR, because NVF is close to zero for

omplex regions, and hence it attempts to reflect how the HVS per-

eives images (Al-Dmour, Ali, & Al-Ani, 2015).

PSNR = 10 log10

(
max (x)2

‖NV F(C − S)‖2

)
(dB) (5)

here NVF is defined as (Al-Dmour et al., 2015):

V F(i , j ) = 1

1 + σ 2
L(i , j)

(6)

here σ 2
Li, j

denotes the local variance of an image in a window cen-

ered on the pixel with coordinates (i, j).

Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows one of the cover image used in the exper-

ment and its histogram. Fig. 9(a)–(c) shows stego images resulting

rom the 1 bpp embedding algorithm in spatial domain for 5%, 20%

nd 40% embedding rates. The visual differences between the cover

nd stego images cannot be discovered by the human eye, and even

he histograms of the stego images (illustrated in Fig. 9(d)–(f) are

uite similar to that of the cover image.

Fig. 10(a)–(c) show the cover and stego images obtained from

bbp embedding algorithm for 10% and 30% embedding rates.

moother and textural parts from both the cover and stego images
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Fig. 9. (a–c) Stego Images using the 1bpp proposed algorithm in the spatial domain with 5%, 20% and 30% embedding rate, and (d–f) Histograms of the corresponding stego images.

Fig. 10. (a) Cover image, (b–c) Stego Images using the 1bpp proposed algorithm in the spatial domain with 10% and 30% embedding rate, (d) zoomed area from the cover image,

and (e–f) zoomed area from the stego image with 10% and 30% embedding rate.
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Fig. 11. (a–c) Stego Images using the Nbpp proposed algorithm in the spatial domain with 5%, 20% and 40% embedding rate, and (d–f) Histograms of the corresponding stego

images.

Fig. 12. (a–c) Difference between the cover and stego images using the Nbpp proposed algorithm in the spatial domain with 5%, 20% and 40% embedding rate.
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are zoomed as shown in Fig. 10(d)–(f). It can be observed that is hard

to notice the difference between the cover and stego images.

Fig. 11(a)–(c) shows the stego images obtained from applying the

n bpp embedding algorithm for 5%, 20% and 40% embedding rates.

The visual difference between the cover and stego images cannot be

discovered by the human eye. The stego histogram of the n bpp em-

bedding algorithm shown in Fig. 11(d) and (f) indicate a very high de-

gree of similarity with the histogram of the cover image. Fig. 12(a)–(c)

represent the difference between the cover and stego images result-

ing from N bpp embedding algorithm with 5%, 20% and 40% embed-

ding rates respectively. The white pixels denote the pixels that have

been changed after the embedding process.

Fig. 13(a)–(c) shows the stego images obtained from applying the

n bpp embedding algorithm in IWT domain for 5%, 20% and 40% em-

bedding rates. The stego histogram of the n bpp embedding algorithm

shown in Fig. 13(d) and (f) indicate a very high degree of similarity

with the histogram of the cover image.

As mentioned in Section 5.2, two measures are commonly used

to estimate the quality of the stego images with respect to cover
mages, which are Peak Signal-to-Noise ration (PSNR) and its

eighted version wPSNR. Despite of being widely used, the PSNR

uality metric does not take into consideration the HVS character-

stics. It calculates the degradation in all regions in the same way.

PSNR has been introduced to give a more accurate image quality

easurement. Table 4 presents the quality of the stego images using

ifferent 1-bpp steganography methods with embedding rates rang-

ng from 5% to 40%. It is observed that, the proposed 1 bpp method

btained the best image quality compared to EALSB-MR (Luo et al.,

010) since it utilizes the XOR operation to reduce the difference be-

ween the cover and stego images. Also, EALSB-MR performs read-

ustment operation in some cases to guarantee the extraction of the

xact secret message in the receiver side. The PSNR values of the TBPC

Hou et al., 2011) and our 1 bpp proposed method are found to be

lose because both methods use coding where the PSNR values of the

BPC (Hou et al., 2011) and our 1 bpp proposed method are found

o be close because both methods use coding to reduce the differ-

nce between the cover and stego images, where the TBPC uses a tree

tructure and our proposed method uses XOR operations. However,
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Fig. 13. (a–c) Stego Images using the Nbpp proposed algorithm in the integer wavelet domain with 5%, 20% and 40% embedding rate, and (d–f) Histograms of the corresponding

stego images.

Table 4

Image quality evaluation with various 1-bpp steganographics methods in the spatial domain and embedding rates over

10,000 stego images. The red values indicate the best result.

Embedding rate (%) Method MSE PSNR wPSNR Avg. difference

LSB-based TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 0.0269 63.82 64.84 0.0269

5 Edge-LSB EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 0.0322 63.07 69.99 0.0301

Proposed 0.0207 64.60 71.01 0.0207

LSB-based TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 0.0415 61.94 62.98 0.0415

10 Edge-LSB EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 0.0578 60.55 66.23 0.0531

Proposed 0.0413 61.98 66.83 0.0413

LSB-based TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 0.0809 59.04 60.32 0.0809

20 Edge-LSB EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 0.1088 57.85 62.14 0.0969

Proposed 0.0826 58.96 62.92 0.0826

LSB-based TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 0.1012 58.99 60.32 0.1012

25 Edge-LSB EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 0.1369 56.87 60.69 0.1198

Proposed 0.1033 57.99 61.77 0.1033

LSB-based TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 0.1230 57.23 58.77 0.1230

30 Edge-LSB EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 0.1790 55.73 59.02 0.1529

Proposed 0.1239 57.19 60.98 0.1239

LSB-based TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 0.1652 55.95 57.85 0.1652

40 Edge-LSB EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 0.2448 54.38 57.20 0.2022

Proposed 0.1624 56.12 60.59 0.1652
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he wPSNR values of our proposed method are better than that of the

BPC. The reason is that our proposed method embeds the secret data

n the edge regions. Also, the computational cost of the TBPC method

s high because of the use of tree structure.

On the other hand, Table 5 presents the results of embedding n-

pp using TPVD, edge adaptive PVD, edge adaptive n-LSBs and our

roposed method. In edge adaptive PVD, the secret data is embed-

ed in the edge regions according to the difference value between

ach two adjacent pixels. In edge adaptive n-LSBs method we expand

SB steganography method and used our edge detection method to

iscover the sharpest regions for the embedding process. It is sim-

lar to our embedding method excluding the XOR operations. The
isual quality results are noticeably high for our proposed method

ompared to the other methods.

The embedding rates listed in Table 5 indicate that the embedding

ayload of the n bpp algorithm is about double that of the 1 bpp al-

orithm and it exceeds 70% of the cover image size. This is achieved

ith minor reduction in image quality, as indicated by the PSNR and

PSNR values (shown in Table 5).

Table 6 presents the visual quality performance results of the pro-

osed method in the Integer Wavelet Domain. The results show that

he proposed method obtain a good PSNR and wPSNR values for dif-

erent embedding capacity. The PSNR values are between 61.37 dB

nd 48.45 dB with 5–50% embedding rates, where the minimum
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Table 5

Image quality evaluation with various N-bpp steganographics methods in the spatial domain and embedding rates over 10,000 stego

images. The red values indicate the best result.

Embedding rate (%) Method MSE PSNR wPSNR Avg. difference

Edge-based Adaptive PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 0.675 49.84 58.50 0.1401

10 TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 0.998 48.14 52.11 0.1598

Adaptive N-LSB 0.307 53.26 60.69 0.0842

Edge-XOR-based Proposed 0.289 53.53 60.43 0.0849

Edge-based Adaptive PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 0.957 48.32 54.74 0.4669

25 TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 2.845 43.59 47.64 0.5154

Adaptive N-LSB 0.853 48.82 54.73 0.2216

Edge-XOR-based Proposed 0.694 49.72 55.13 0.2085

Edge-based Adaptive PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 1.167 47.46 52.60 0.3784

40 TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 5.742 40.54 45.14 0.6853

Adaptive N-LSB 1.334 46.88 52.37 0.3446

Edge-XOR-based Proposed 1.072 47.83 52.86 0.3282

Edge-based Adaptive PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 1.292 47.02 51.59 0.4492

50 TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 6.654 39.90 43.85 0.8914

Adaptive N-LSB 1.675 45.89 51.35 0.4292

Edge-XOR-based Proposed 1.316 46.94 51.98 0.4049

Edge-based Adaptive PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 1.706 45.81 50.58 0.5557

60 TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 11.833 37.40 42.78 1.1052

Adaptive N-LSB 2.014 45.09 50.43 0.5173

Edge-XOR-based Proposed 1.571 46.17 51.14 0.4842

Edge-based Adaptive PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 1.816 45.54 50.04 0.6178

70 TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 17.381 35.73 41.70 1.3555

Adaptive N-LSB 2.350 44.42 49.69 0.6027

Edge-XOR-based Proposed 1.833 45.50 50.53 0.5651
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Fig. 14. (a) PSNR values and (b) wPSNR values of the proposed N-bpp in the spatial and wavelet domains.

Table 6

Image quality evaluation of the N-bpp IWT proposed method with embed-

ding rates over 10,000 stego images.

Embedding rate (%) MSE PSNR wPSNR Avg. difference

5 0.047 61.37 65.49 0.041

10 0.103 58.14 62.04 0.081

25 0.369 52.46 56.44 0.225

30 0.487 51.30 55.37 0.274

40 0.710 49.62 53.86 0.372

50 0.929 48.45 52.95 0.461
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acceptable value of the PSNR is 35dB. Moreover, the maximum av-

erage difference between the cover and stego images is up to 0.461.

In order to have a comparison between the two proposed N-bpp

methods (spatial and IWT domains), a graphical representation of the

PSNR and wPSNR values are shown in Fig. 14(a) and (b). It is clear
hat the stego images of the proposed IWT method achieves a higher

isual quality compared to those obtained using the spatial domain

ethod. However, the spatial domain method provides a higher em-

edding capacity compared to the IWT method, i.e., 70% compared to

maximum of 50% based on Eq. 2.

.3. Security evaluation

Security is an important issue in steganography systems. The goal

f steganography is to prevent statistical detection by reducing the

istortion occurred during the embedding process. In this section, the

roposed method is evaluated under blind steganalysis method. Li-

10D (Li, Huang, & Shi, 2008) is one of the most efficient steganalyzers

sed for detecting spatial domain steganography.

Li-110D (Li et al., 2008) extracts statistical moment features of

robability density function (PDF) from the normalized histogram

f the Local Linear Transform (LLT) coefficients of the image. These
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Table 7

The average accuracy value (for 10,000 cover images and their corresponding stego images) against Li-110D

with various 1-bpp methods.

Embedding rate 5% 10% 20% 25% 30% 40% Average

TBPC (Hou et al., 2011) 65.51 74.87 81.10 84.06 85.26 89.09 79.98

EALSB-MR (Luo et al., 2010) 49.74 52.14 57.02 59.40 63.21 69.87 58.56

1bpp Proposed 49.58∗ 51.27∗ 54.37∗ 55.69∗ 57.45∗ 60.23∗ 54.78∗

Table 8

The average accuracy value (for 10,000 cover images and their corresponding stego images) against Li-110D with

various N-bpp methods.

Embedding rate 10% 25% 40% 50% 60% 70% Average

Adaptive-PVD (Mandal & Das, 2012) 51.89 61.56 74.28 80.44 84.48 86.69 73.22

TPVD (Lee et al., 2012) 68.35 84.90 90.50 92.24 93.55 94.58 87.35

Adaptive-N LSB 54.73 59.02 62.35∗ 67.66 69.50 76.37 64.93

N-bpp proposed 52.80∗ 58.83∗ 62.74 63.27∗ 64.72∗ 66.01∗ 61.39∗
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eatures aim to detect particular alternations of the local texture be-

ore and after the embedding process based on the fact that steganog-

aphy introduces more stochastic textures to the stego images in a

ne scale.

Analysis of the proposed method is performed by extracting fea-

ure sets from the original and stego images. These features are used

o train an SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier to learn the dif-

erence in features produced by data embedding. In our experiments,

e selected the linear function kernel with the default parameter

etting and used the Matlab implementation of SVM. Also, Testing

s done in two-fold cross-validation, i.e., half of the cover and stego

mages are randomly selected for training, and the remaining images

re used for testing. This test is repeated twenty times, and the aver-

ge of the obtained accuracy values (shown in Tables 7 and 8) indi-

ate that TBPC, EALSB-MR, TPVD, edge adaptive PVD and edge adap-

ive n LSBs are detected with an accuracy greater than our proposed

ethod for most of the embedding rates (since the number of stego

nd cover images are equal, the random guess accuracy is 50%). More-

ver, when the embedding rate increased, the accuracy value of the

VM classification increased. For example, when the embedding rate

s 40% using 1 bpp method, the accuracy value is 60.23%. Even though

he obtained classification accuracy values of our proposed method

re higher than that of the random guess, these values are not high

nough to enable the differentiation between the cover and stego im-

ges with an acceptable precision. This however is not the case for

ther steganography methods, especially with the high embedding

ates. Please note that the IWT steganography algorithm has not been

ested using this steganalysis method, as the Li-110D has been mainly

eveloped to detect spatial steganography.

. Conclusion

We presented in this paper an efficient steganography method

hat makes use of the fact that the human visual system is less sen-

itive to changes in high contrast areas of the image and therefore

ttempts to embed the secret message into edge pixels.

The main contribution of the proposed method is introducing new

nd efficient edge detection algorithm using non-overlapping blocks

hat estimates the same edge intensities for the cover and stego im-

ges. Also, the incorporation of coding theory makes the embedding

ore efficient. The proposed method that has been implemented in

he spatial and wavelet transform domains achieved a good balance

etween the three steganography evaluation measures of embedding

ate, imperceptibility and security when tested on a large dataset

hat consists of 10,000 images. To be more precise, the stego images

roduced using the proposed integer wavelet transform algorithm

chieved a high level of robustness and visual quality with acceptable
mbedding rate of upto 50%. On the other hand, the spatial domain

lgorithm achieved a good embedding payload and maintained low

erceptibility, where it achieved a PSNR value of 50.53dB with 70%

mbedding rate. The proposed method demonstrated considerable

mprovements in term of image quality and security (tested using a

ell-established textural steganalysis method) compared with other

opular steganography methods. This algorithm is tested on gray im-

ges, but it can be extended to color images.

Despite the high-performance results that are achieved in terms

f embedding capacity, imperceptibility and security, the proposed

ethod exhibits some limitations. Firstly, the choice between the

patial domain and transform domain implementations is left to the

ser. Results indicate that the transform domain implementation

lightly outperformed its spatial domain counterpart, however, the

rawbacks of the transform domain implementation include: (i) rel-

tively lower embedding capacity compared to the spatial domain,

nd (ii) higher computational cost, as it requires transformation to

he wavelet domain. Secondly, the threshold that is used in the em-

edding and extraction procedure is not automated, and hence, adds

o the computational cost of the algorithm.

In our future work, we will attempt to find an alternative way to

dentify the sharp regions using overlapping blocks in order to en-

ance the embedding rate. Moreover, we will consider developing an

daptive threshold approach. Finally, in addition to the textural fea-

ure steganalysis, we will consider evaluating the security of the pro-

osed algorithm using other steganalysis approaches.
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